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ABSTRACT
Robust and accurate trajectory estimation of mobile agents such
as people and robots is a key requirement for providing spatial
awareness to emerging capabilities such as augmented reality or
autonomous interaction. Although currently dominated by vision
based techniques e.g., visual-inertial odometry, these suffer from
challenges with scene illumination or featureless surfaces. As an al-
ternative, we propose milliEgo, a novel deep-learning approach to
robust egomotion estimation which exploits the capabilities of low-
cost mmWave radar. Although mmWave radar has a fundamental
advantage over monocular cameras of being metric i.e., providing
absolute scale or depth, current single chip solutions have limited
and sparse imaging resolution, making existing point-cloud regis-
tration techniques brittle. We propose a new architecture that is
optimized for solving this underdetermined pose transformation
problem. Secondly, to robustly fuse mmWave pose estimates with
additional sensors, e.g. inertial or visual sensor we introduce a
mixed attention approach to deep fusion. Through extensive exper-
iments, we demonstrate how mmWave radar outperforms existing
state-of-the-art odometry techniques. We also show that the neural
architecture can be made highly efficient and suitable for real-time
embedded applications.
1 INTRODUCTION
From navigating on distant planets to tracking the pose of an aug-
mented reality headset, egomotion awareness plays a vital role in
perception and interaction for mobile agents. Unlike map-based
localization, egomotion estimation1 does not require any prior
knowledge (e.g., floor plans) about the environment nor any infras-
tructure setup (e.g., wireless access points), yet it can ubiquitously
determine the position and orientation of a mobile agent over time
by analyzing sensory data from its movement. Accurate odometry
is also a necessary and essential precursor for building mapping,
e.g., with SLAM techniques.
Owing to their low cost and ubiquity, MEMs inertial sensors
(IMUs) have been widely used as the de-facto solution to egomotion
estimation for a variety of mobile platforms [36, 53]. Unfortunately,
the accuracy of MEMs IMUs is limited by noise and bias and conse-
quently inertial odometry suffers from large drift (e.g., SINS [9]) or
is impacted by motion dynamics and sensor attachment changes
(e.g. PDR [44]). To address the limitations of IMU, multi-modal
odometry systems that integrate inertial information with other
1Egomotion estimation is also known as odometry estimation in robotics and computer
vision community. In this paper, we use egomotion to exclusively represent the relative
pose estimation while odometry exclusively means the composed trajectory from series
of relative poses.
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Figure 1: Our proposed milliEgo uses a low-cost COTS mmWave
radar and IMU coupled with a deep neural network model to ac-
curately and robustly estimate 6-DOF egomotion. We envision that
milliEgo could bewidely-integrated onmobile platforms to provide
a high degree of spatial awareness to a wide range of applications.
sensory data (e.g., visual or ranging information) have been pro-
posed. Amongst these system, visual-inertial odometry (VIO) [31]
is one of the most dominant, with its advantage of being ubiqui-
tously available in mobile phones etc. However, the performance of
VIO degrades or even fails under adverse lighting conditions (e.g.,
RGB cameras cannot operate in the dark and depth cameras suffer
from glare and strong illumination) [50] or when operating in rela-
tively featureless environments. Similar visibility issues also impact
lidar-inertial odometry (LIO), especially in the presence of airborne
obscurants (e.g., dust, fog and smoke) [47]. Moreover, lidars are
often heavy, bulky and expensive in comparison to cameras and are
typically found in high-end robotics rather than in micro-robots or
wearable applications.
In order to explore cheap alternatives to the restrictions of the
above systems, we propose egomotion estimation with single-chip
millimetre wave (mmWave) radar in combination with an IMU.
These COTS devices have recently emerged as an innovative low-
cost, low-power sensor modality in the automotive industry [24]. A
key advantage of mmWave radar over vision is in its robustness to
environmental conditions, e.g., it is agnostic to scene illumination
and to airborne obscurants. Compared with lidar or mechanically
scanning radar (e.g., CTS350-X [66]), single-chip mmWave radars
are lightweight and able to fit the payloads of micro robots and
form factors of mobile or wearable devices, e.g., the TI IWR6843
even integrates the antennas within the chip package. In fact, smart-
phones such as the Google Pixel 4 have recently adopted mmWave
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radar as their on-board sensor for motion sensing [40] while com-
mercial drones have already used mmWave radars for obstacle
detection [29]. In addition, as a direct consequence of its opera-
tion, a mmWave radar picks out strong reflectors in an unmodified
indoor environment, e.g., corners, which act as natural features
or keypoints for estimating scene transformation. We therefore
envision that odometry based on a mmWave radar will allow ro-
bust egomotion estimation in complex situations (e.g., in subway
tunnels or for firefighting), as well as serve as a new enabler for
ubiquitous mobility with mobile devices, e.g., for VR/AR.
Transforming this vision into a reliable indoor odometry system,
however, requires addressing multiple challenges. Firstly, due to
specular (mirror-like) reflections, diffraction [37] and significant
multi-path, the radar returns are corrupted by noise - our studies
indicate as many as 75% of points are outliers. Secondly, due to hard-
ware constraints on the number of antennas, the resultant point
clouds are highly sparse due to limited angular resolvability, e.g.,
objects less than fifteen degrees apart are merged into a single point.
Thus, a typical radar point cloud has 100x fewer points than a cor-
responding lidar scan. Such low-quality data makes conventional
methods designed for lidar data (e.g., ICP [12]) fail when directly
applied to mmWave data. Thirdly, although multi-sensor odometry
can lower the estimation drift [10], it remains unknown to what
extent an mmWave radar can complement inertial and other per-
vasive sensors e.g. RGB camera, and how best to fuse this. Lastly,
when applying recent advances in deep neural networks (DNNs)
as used in visual or lidar odometry, computational load can be sig-
nificant which hampers their adoption on mobile, wearable devices
and other resource-constrained devices. We investigate whether
mmWave radar can be made more computationally efficient due to
its inherent sparsity.
Towards addressing these challenges, we propose milliEgo, a
novel mmWave(-aided) odometry framework that is able to robustly
estimate the egomotion of a mobile platform. milliEgo follows an
end-to-end design and leverages data-driven learning to combat
the intrinsic limitations of conventional point registration meth-
ods. milliEgo demonstrates the feasibility of mmWave odometry
and provides a fusion framework to develop a robust mmWave-
Inertial Odometry. Despite the use of a deep neural network (DNN),
milliEgo achieves low latency estimates on embedded platforms.
In summary, our contributions are as follows:
• A first-of-its-kind DNN based odometry approach that can ac-
curately estimate the egomotion from the sparse and noisy data
returned by a single-chip mmWave radar. Unlike conventional
methods relying on explicit point matching, milliEgo directly
learns the motion transformation, making odometry feasible and
reliable.
• A generic multi-modal fusion framework that effectively com-
bines mmWave radar with inertial and other pervasive sensors.
Our framework incorporates features by a cross-modal attention
design, yielding robust egomotion estimation (1.3% 3D error drift)
in the wild.
• A real-time prototype implementation with extensive real-world
evaluations, including testing for both mobile robots and hand-
held devices. The dataset and code are released to the community.
2 PRIMER
2.1 Principles of mmWave Radar
Range Measurement. The single chip mmWave radar uses a fre-
quency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) approach [58], and
has the ability to simultaneously measure both the range and rel-
ative radial speed of the target. In FMCW, a radar uses a linear
‘chirp’ or swept frequency transmission. When receiving the signal
reflected by an obstacle, the radar front-end performs a dechirp op-
eration by mixing the received signal with the transmitted signals,
which produces an Intermediate Frequency (IF) signal. The distance
between object and radar can be calculated from the IF signal [25].
For the radar platform used, the range resolution is ≈4 cm.
Angle Measurement. A mmWave radar estimates the obstacle
angle by using a linear receiver antenna array. It works by emitting
chirps with the same initial phase, and then simultaneously sam-
pling it from multiple receiver antennas. Based on the differences
in phase of the received signals, the angle of arrival for the reflected
signal can be estimated [48]. Although massive MIMO phased an-
tennas are an active area of research [76], they are not commercially
available in single chip radars. Instead, the radar used consists of a
3× 4 MIMO array, yielding 12 virtual antennas. The resulting angu-
lar resolution is poor (15◦ in azimuth, 58◦ in elevation) and targets
which are closely spaced will be ‘smeared’ together. Subsequent to
range and angle estimation, strong peaks are detected which yield
a compact set of 3-D points.
2.2 Point Set Registration
At the heart of egomotion estimation from consecutive point clouds
is point set registration [39], also known as point matching or point
alignment. It aims to find the relative positions and orientations
i.e., the transformation of the separately acquired views through
maximization of the set of overlapping points. Assume two finite
size point sets A = {ai }Ni=1 and B = {bj }Mj=1 acquired by a sen-
sor in a 3D space R3. In the case N ≤ M where A serves as the
reference, a registration starts by searching for correspondence in
B. Detected corresponding points are re-ordered in accordance to
their counterparts in A, denoted as a new set B¯ = {bi }Ni=1. Once
the correspondence is available, a transformation modelT on point
set A can be estimated to yield the best alignment between the
transformed set T (A) and the corresponding point set B¯. Under
the assumption of rigid transformation, deriving the optimal T is
equivalent to solving a least square minimization problem for all
pairs:
min
R∈SO (3),t∈R3
∑
ai ∈T (A)
∑
bj ∈B¯
(bj − Rai − t)2 (1)
where R ∈ SO(3) and t ∈ R3 are the unknown rotation and trans-
lation in model T , from which the egomotion is determined. Intu-
itively, the precision of point set registration heavily relies on the
accuracy of point association. If association is noisy, the subsequent
transformation will be inaccurate which will cause egomotion esti-
mation to rapidly degrade over time.
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Figure 2: Overview of milliEgo, in whichmmWave subnet andmulti-modal fusion are two key submodules in its design. The default sensors
of milliEgo is mmWave and IMU, it can also flexibly integrate the third sensor such as RGB or depth camera.
3 OVERVIEW
In this work, we consider the general problem of multi-modal odom-
etry, taking as inputs raw data from different types of sensors. An
arbitrary sensor input is represented as X∫ = {xi }Ki=1, where K rep-
resents the size/length of the data points. In the case of milliEgo,
we consider a collectionX = {XM ,XI } where the data are collected
by a mmWave radar (M) and an inertial sensor (I ). However, note
that our framework is able to directly generalize to a three sensor
case, e.g. X = {XM ,XI ,XV } when a camera (V ) is also available.
The underlying relative translation t and rotation r between a pair
of frames is observed by a moving platform2. The system goal is to
estimate the platform’s 6-DoF egomotion y = [t, r]. This estimation
process is equivalent to learning an effective mapping x → f (x)
so as to minimize the error between the prediction f (x) and the
ground truth y. Notably, the output of the egomotion model is the
6-DoF relative pose, computed over a pair of consecutive samples.
For some end-applications (e.g., indoor navigation etc.), the task of
interest is the global pose relative to an initial origin or for track-
ing the platform’s long-term trajectory. Under such cases, one can
leverage a SE(3) composer [61] to incrementally stitch a series of
relative poses into global odometry poses.
From a system level perspective, milliEgo consists of multi-
modal mmWave radar and inertial sensing which is then input to
algorithms for egomotion estimation as shown in Fig. 2. The main
contribution of milliEgo is the end-to-end trainable deep learning
model to estimate the platform egomotion. Two novel submodules
are critical to the model efficacy: (i) the mmWave Subnet and (ii)
multi-modal fusion module. In what follows, we will first describe
the proposed mmWave network model in §4 and then dive into the
detail of fusion module in §5.
4 DEEP EGOMOTION MODEL
As shown in Fig. 2, our proposed DNN egomotion model consists
of multiple egomotion subnets from different sensors. Although
deep models for inertial and visual egomotion [9, 13, 60] are well
established and can be reused, mmWave based egomotion remains
an open area and to the best of our knowledge has not been consid-
ered from a data-driven perspective. As such, we will first elaborate
on the technical challenges created by the single-chip mmWave
radar and then introduce our end-to-end solution.
2For the ease of model learning and fast convergence, we follow the practice of [50] and
represent the rotation r as an Euler angle rather than a rotation matrix R as discussed
in §2.2.
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Figure 3:Comparison between registering lidar andmmWave point
clouds (captured at the same instants) with ICP, a commonly used
technique. The effectiveness of registration is evidenced by the
level of overlap between two consecutive point clouds, shown in or-
ange and green. (a) shows how the dense lidar data can be robustly
aligned. In contrast (b) shows that the sparse and noisy mmWave
radar point clouds cannot be robustly aligned due to insufficient
correspondence. This figure is best viewed by zooming in.
4.1 Challenge: Noisy Correspondence
The fundamental modeling challenge associated with the use of
single-chip radar is with their noisy and sparse point clouds e.g.
containing tens of points rather than the thousands as typically
acquired by lidar or depth sensors. As a result it is very challenging
finding reliable transformations between consecutive frames when
using traditional point matching methods [20].
4.1.1 Why does the challenge arise? As described in Sec. 2.2, the
quality of point set registration between consecutive point clouds
underpins accurate egomotion estimation. Critical to most registra-
tion techniques is the determination of correspondence between
spatially localized 3D points within each cloud. Such a registration
problem is hard to solve when facing issues of noise, missing or
spurious data [20], all of which are characteristic of the point cloud
generated by the single-chip mmWave radar. In particular, the two
main limitations are (1) multi-path effects and (2) sparsity, both of
which are discussed as follows.
Multi-path Noise: Multi-path noise is a longstanding issue for
almost all RF technologies. Signal propagation of mmWave radar
in indoor environments is subject to multi-path [69] due to beam
spreading, diffraction and reflection from surrounding objects. As
a result, reflected signals arriving at a receiver antenna are often
from two or more paths, incurring smearing and jitter. the primary
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contributor to the non-negligible proportion of noise artefacts and
spurious data in the mmWave point cloud.
Sparsity: On top of the strong noise, mmWave point clouds also
have severe sparsity issue, owing to (1) the fundamental specularity
of mmWave signals and (2) the low-cost single-chip design. Wire-
less mmWave signals are highly specular i.e., the signals exhibit
mirror-like reflections from objects [35]. As a result, not all reflec-
tions from the object propagate back to the mmWave receiver and
major parts of the reflecting objects do not appear in the point
cloud. Moreover, as opposed to massive MIMO radar technologies,
the mmWave radar in this case only has 3 × 4 antennas which is
effective in both cost and size but greatly limits the ability to resolve
spatially close targets. Moreover, in order to lower bandwidth and
improve signal-to-noise ratio, algorithms such as CFAR (Constant
False Alarm Rate) [63] are used for data processing and only provide
an aggregated point cloud, further reducing density. For these rea-
sons, the resulting point clouds only contain approximately ∼ 100
reflective points per frame which is over 100× sparser than a lidar.
4.1.2 The failure of traditional methods. The multi-path noise and
sparsity issues discussed above collectively impact the performance
of conventional geometry based methods. Voting-based registration
methods are rendered ineffective [23] through extreme sparsity. The
other established class is the Iterated Closest Point algorithm (ICP)
and its variants, achieving greater robustness by iteratively inter-
leaving correspondences matching and transformation estimation.
Nonetheless, ICP methods require a good initial estimate which
is typically achieved with Random sample consensus (RANSAC)
[22] and other bootstrapping methods. Again, due to the sparsity
and lack of resolution for feature extraction, these algorithms per-
form poorly, exacerbating convergence to local rather than global
minima [8]. Fig. 3 compares the performance of using RANSAC-
ICP algorithm to register lidar and mmWave point clouds, both
captured at the same time from the same view. Firstly, it is imme-
diately apparent how much denser the lidar point cloud is, accu-
rately representing 3-D scene structure. Secondly, although the
lidar point clouds are accurately registered, the mmWave radar
point clouds cannot be accurately registered as seen by the lack of
alignment. Experimentally, we observe that pose estimation error is
∼ 9-fold higher for mmWave radar compared with lidar. The direct
consequence of such poor and ineffective registration is degraded
egomotion estimation, rapidly causing the global trajectory to drift.
4.2 mmWave Sub-network
Motivation. Addressing the challenge of noisy correspondences
requires more sophisticated estimation algorithms beyond simple
heuristics. We thus propose to use data-driven deep learning based
approaches which have proven to be effective in extracting useful
motion information from complex sensor observations. Critical to
this design choice is that deep learning approaches allow for end-
to-end modeling and treat the challenging mmWave egomotion
problem as a subnetwork or a branch in the full neural network
model. Our key insight is that instead of a traditional two-step regis-
tration process, it is possible to directly estimate the transformation
by performing implicit correspondence association through learning.
Therefore, the knock-on effect between the interleaving correspon-
dence association and transformation estimation is mitigated. Fur-
thermore, the end-to-end design also allows us to readily integrate
odometry branches from other sensors, since they are treated as
other subnets in the full network.
mmWave Subnet Inputs. Determining an effective input format
to the mmwave subnet is non-trivial. Point cloud data are unordered
and irregularly sampled in 3D space. Extracting the structured
motion patterns from such unstructured data is already difficult,
not to mention the issues with ambiguous ordering due to severe
sparsity and noise. This is likely the reason why existing networks
designed for motion flow extraction often require structured inputs
(e.g., [17, 73]). To combat the impact of lack of data structure and
irregularity, we encode mmWave point clouds into 2D panoramic-
view images, following the convention of [32]:
α = arctan2(py ,px ), r = ⌊α/∆α⌋
β = arcsin(pz/
√
p2x + p
2
y + p
2
z ), c = ⌊β/∆β⌋
(2)
where (px ,py ,pz ) denotes a 3D point and (r , c) is the 2D map po-
sition of its projection. α and β denote the azimuth and elevation
angle when observing the point. ∆α and ∆β are the average hor-
izontal and vertical angle resolution between consecutive beam
emitters respectively. After panoramic projection, we further nor-
malize values to the range [0, 255]. Points closer to the sensor are
assigned higher values. Through this transformation, unstructured
3D point clouds are encoded to structured 2D images, in a similar
spirit to RGB images which are tractable for many established DNN
feature extractors.
CNN Feature Extractor. Given the subnet inputs, the next step
is to design a feature extractor to obtain useful mmWave features
for motion estimation. Inspired by the optical flow network [17]
for extracting motion flow features from RGB images, we adopt
a similar CNN structure and tailor it to our panoramic images.
Taking as inputs two consecutive panoramic images (xMk−1 and
xMk ), our extractor comprises 10 convolutional layers and each
layer is followed by a Leaky version of a Rectified Linear Unit
(LeakyReLU) non-linearity activation. The sizes of the receptive
fields in the network gradually reduce from 7 × 7 to 5 × 5 and then
3× 3 to incrementally capture smaller features. The extracted latent
mmWave feature representation not only compresses the original
high-dimensionality panoramic data into a compact description,
but facilitates the temporal dependency modeling.
4.3 Basic Network Architecture
We now describe the full network architecture of our deep egomo-
tion model. For readability, we focus on the basic architecture in
this section, before introducing our novel mixed-attention fusion
block in §5.
Multi-modal Egomotion Subnets. Besides the aforementioned
mmWave subnets, our model also has egomotion subnets from IMU
and other sensors depending on their availability (see Fig. 2). In
particular, we use the IONET structure [9] to develop the egomotion
subnet for IMU and DeepVO [60] structure to develop subnets for
RGB and depth cameras. These subnets output their egomotion
features to the mixed attention fusion block.
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Figure 4: Architectural comparison between single-stage attention
mechanism and our proposed mixed (two-stage) attention mecha-
nism.
RNN Temporal Dependency Modeling. On receiving the fused
multi-modal features, an RNN is used to model the long-term dy-
namics. A prominent advantage of using an RNN for egomotion
estimation lies in its superior ability in maintaining the memory
of hidden states over long term even if the given inputs are noisy.
The issue associated with RNNs, however, is that they cannot di-
rectly model high-dimensional raw sensory data such as images.
But thanks to the CNN extractors, the data fed to RNN are already
compressed in a low-dimensionality space. In particular, the RNN
used is a two-layer Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM), each of
which contains 512 hidden units. This RNN module is on top of the
CNN feature extractor layer.
FC Pose Regressor. Given the outputs of RNNs, three fully con-
nected (FC) layers are introduced to regress these sequential fea-
tures and predict relative transformation. These FC layers have 128,
64 and 6 units respectively, with the last layer regressing features
into a 6-DoF relative pose estimate: yˆ = [tˆ, rˆ], where yˆ ∈ R6. To
promote model generalization ability, we also use a dropout [14]
rate of 0.25 between FC layers to help regularization.
Loss Function. Putting it together, deriving the parameters of our
network model requires minimizing the following Mean Squared
Error (MSE) loss:
L = 1
K
K∑
k=1
| |(tˆk − tk )| |22 + γ | |(rˆk − rk )| |22 (3)
where ∥·∥ denotes L2-norm and γ is a hyper-parameter to balance
the weights of translation and rotation errors. Training details of
the model are provided in §6.
5 MULTI-MODAL EGOMOTION FUSION
So far we have introduced the basic architecture of our deep egomo-
tion model. The question remains is how to fuse the multi-modal
egomotion features such that the model can adaptively cope with
different situations by using the ‘right sensors’ at the right time.
5.1 Challenge of Adaptive Fusion
A robust multi-modal egomotion estimation is based on the premise
of complementary interactions amongst different sensors, whose
roles are adaptively altered or re-weighted in response to obser-
vation uncertainties or self/environmental dynamics. For example,
the mmWave sensor should dominate egomotion estimation when
the IMU is degraded in performance. Although classical fusion
methods can realize such an adaptation by incorporating physi-
cal models into the algorithm design (e.g., Bayesian filtering or
fixed-lag smoothers) they require expert design. However, adaptive
fusion becomes much harder in the deep feature space. This chal-
lenge is rooted in the long-standing criticism of DNN: it is difficult
for one to manually incorporate an adaptation mechanism into a
black box model due to the complex multilayer nonlinear structure
in DNN [4].
5.2 Mixed Attention for Fusion
To endow a multimodal deep egomotion network with the ability
to adapt to environmental uncertainties, we propose to use an at-
tention module for generating complementary behaviors among
sensor. The intuition behind attention in general is that some fea-
tures are more important than others, depending on the context.
Critical to this module is a novel mixed or two-stage attentionmech-
anism. As shown in Fig. 4, it consists of a self-attention layer and
a cross-modal attention layer. Our model is inspired by Spence’s
‘separate-but-linked’ cross-modal attention model for human spatial
perception. The key idea behind the model is that there are separate
auditory, visual, and tactile attentional systems in our cognitive
processes, with subsequent links amongst them during perception
[54, 55]. Our individual senses regularly meet and crosstalk in the
brain so as to provide accurate impressions of the world [7, 52]. This
principle of intra- and inter- attention inspires our mixed attention
strategy to effectively learn how best to exploit the complementary
nature of the individual sensors. Therefore, unlike prior art, our
attention module defers feature concatenation/composition until
the final stage. Concretely, our proposed mixed attention module
comprises a self-attentionmodule for individual sensors, and a cross-
modal attentionmodule which deals with interactions across sensor
modalities.
5.3 Intra-sensor Self-Attention
A promising way to enable model adaptation is by letting individual
odometry branches adapt themselves first, similar to a self-filtering
process that autonomously sieves informative features. This con-
cept of ‘self-attention’ was initially designed for machine transla-
tion and image transformation to address the long dependency issue
[18, 41, 59]. Inspired by these early successes, we consider using
the self-attention mechanism to realize egomotion self-regulation.
Without resorting to the complex query-key-value pipeline in [59],
we adopt a space/spacetime non-local framework akin to [62] which
is proven to adaptively reweight feature importance.
For ease of illustration, we start by attending the features pro-
vided by the mmWave subnet. Given an extracted feature vector zM
by the CNN extractor introduced in §4.2), a self-attention module
first computes the similarity between two embedding spaces and
uses the similarity to generate an attention map:
aM = σ [(WϱM zM )T W
φ
M zM ] (4)
where WϱM and W
φ
M are learnable weight matrices that project
the original features to embedding spaces ϱ(zM ) and φ(zM ) respec-
tively. σ represents a non-linear activation function, e.g., softmax
or sigmoid. After applying the generated focus mask, the attended
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Figure 5: Attention masks comparison between Mixed (Two-stage)
and Single-stage strategy. We aggregate a mask vector by counting
the ratio of its sigmoid outputs over 0.5, and visualize the aggre-
gated values over the sequence. Both attention weights are normal-
ized to [0, 1]. It can be seen that with our proposed mixed strategy,
mmWave and IMU interchangeably tones down in response to differ-
ent challenging situations to them. While with the baseline single-
stagemethod,mmWave and IMU importance change synchronously
implying an ineffective complementary fusion.
features z˜M are given by:
z˜M = aM ⊙ zM (5)
where ⊙ denotes element-wise multiplication. From the perspec-
tive of filtering, self-attention forces the model to focus on stable
and geometrically meaningful features, whilst ignoring distracting
or noisy components, so as to regulate the estimation model in
response to complex environment uncertainty. In this way, we can
similarly generate self-regulated deep odometry features for inertial
sensors (z˜I ), RGB cameras (z˜V ) or depth cameras (z˜D ) depending
on their availability. As introduced in [59, 62], through the similar-
ity comparison between two embeddings, self-attention is able to
capture the long-range dependencies and global correlations of the
features. This property is of paramount importance for mmWave
and optical odometry estimation, where widely separated spatial
regions should jointly considered.
5.4 Inter-sensor Cross-Attention
The self-attention layer reweighs the importance of per-sensor
descriptors in the deep feature space. We now move forward to
inter-sensor correlations. The cross-attention serves as the second-
stage of reweighting, which is inspired by the mechanism of human
perception. Analogously, we expect a robust multi-modal egomo-
tion system to adaptively shift relative sensor influence depending
on the particular scenario in question.
To give these egomotion sensors the ability to “crosstalk”, we con-
sider generating attention masks across sensor descriptors, where
the conditioning process is akin to self-attention. Consider the case
combining a mmWave radar with an inertial sensor. Given their fea-
tures z˜M and z˜I after self-attention, two respective cross-attention
masks are derived as follows:
aI→M = σ [(WϱI→M z˜I )T W
φ
I→M z˜I ]
aM→I = σ [(WϱM→I z˜M )T W
φ
M→I z˜M ]
(6)
where the family of W are learnable weight matrices. The final
multi-modal egomotion descriptors can be modeled by concatenat-
ing the second-stage attended features:
z¯MI = [aM→I ⊙ z˜I ; aI→M ⊙ z˜M ] (7)
Whenmore than two egomotion sensors are available, e.g., mmWave
radars (z˜M ), inertial sensors (z˜I ) and RGB cameras (z˜V ), we ran-
domly leave one out and concatenate the remainder and then gen-
erate an attention mask conditioned on it. For example, generating
a mmWave attention mask from RGB and inertial sensors, can be
described as:
aV I→M = σ [(WϱV I→M z˜V I )T W
φ
V I→M z˜V I ] (8)
where z˜V I = [z˜V ; z˜I ], are the concatenated features from two sen-
sors after self-attention. The final attended features are:
z¯MIV = [aMV→I ⊙ z˜I ; aV I→M ⊙ z˜M ; aMI→V ⊙ z˜V ] (9)
This completes the mixed attention. The final attended features are
fed into the RNN module, as discussed in §4.3.
5.5 Discussion of Mixed Attention
In contrast to our proposed two-stage mixed attention, a natural
thought, however, is why not directly concatenate the extracted
features from different odometry modules into a “big” vector, and
simply perform self-attention on it (single-stage in Fig. 4). In this
way, the role of the cross-attention is implicitly surrogated into
a single-stage (self-)attention. We now justify why our two-stage
attention is a better design choice from the perspectives of both
efficacy and complexity.
Efficacy. Recall the end goal of mixed-attention is to realize adap-
tation through complementary sensor interactions. Although §7.2.4
will further confirm the superiority of our method based on quanti-
tative results, a more intuitive way to examine this is by visualiz-
ing the generated masks and validating their change in behaviour
across different scenarios. As we can see in Fig. 5, the masks of
different sensors generated by single-stage attention do not indi-
cate cross-modal complementariness and change synchronously or
simultaneously over time. By inspecting the data, we find that, the
concurrent weight increases are activated following the change
in gyroscope readings, rather than a complementary response for
adaptation. On the other hand, the focus maps generated by our
two-stage attention strategy give rise to clear complementary be-
haviors. In particular, we can clearly see that how mmWave and
IMU interchangeably dominate the estimation in response to differ-
ent situations: mmWave tones down in response to small parallax
due to turning, while IMU shifts roles to mmWave whenencoun-
tering unexpected values caused by malfunction. We hypothesize
that attention disentangling is the key to the different attention
behaviors here. Again, as discussed in §5.4, the basis of complemen-
tary behavior is laid down by sensor individuality, and we achieve
this by a two-stage attention strategy. Note that the self-attention
stage also plays an important role in our design, which we will
discuss more in §7.2.4. In a related context, disentangling self- and
cross-attention is also found to be an effective manner to detect
saliency from paired inputs [16].
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Figure 6: Two of the prototypes. Note the bulky lidar for providing
accurate ground truth.
Complexity. We further demonstrate that our two-stage attention
does not increase computation efficiency and actually makes it sim-
pler to train. Take the most complicated mmWave-Inertial-Visual
odometry as example, where the lengths of their extracted feature
vectors as NM , NI and NV . Inspecting Eq. (4, 8), it is easy to find
that the total weight matrix size is 2 × (NM + NI + NV )2 for single-
stage strategy, which is same as the space complexity of our mixed
attention module:
2 × (N 2M + N 2I + N 2V )︸                     ︷︷                     ︸
1. self-attention
+ 4 × (NMNI + NV NI + NMNV )︸                                   ︷︷                                   ︸
2. cross-attention
In fact, it has been found that by breaking learning a fat weight
matrix into several smaller matrices lined up, more efficient model
inference and less network over-fitting can be also obtained [56].
The runtime experimental results in §7.4 also supports this claim.
6 IMPLEMENTATION
For the purpose of reproducing our approach, we release our dataset,
containing more than 8km of trajectories, and the source code of
our system3.
Multi-modal Sensing Platform.We implement our multi-modal
sensing system with both a mobile robot prototype and a handheld
prototype. Fig. 6a shows the robot prototype, on which we equipped
a Turtlebot 2 with multiple sensors including (1) a TI AWR1843
board to collect mmWave data, (2) an Xsens MTi-1 IMU for inertial
measurements, (3) an Intel D435i Depth camera for both RGB and
depth image capture, and (4) a Velodyne HDL-32E lidar for ground
truth labeling. All the sensors are coaxially located on the robot
along the vertical axis and synchronized through ROS on Turtlebot 2
[43]. The handheld prototype is illustrated in Fig. 6b. We designed a
3D printed model that uses the same set of sensors as with the robot
prototype. The only difference is the replacement of the Velodyne
HDL-32E lidar with a more lightweight Velodyne Ultra Puck.
Testbeds. Our testbeds have been explicitly chosen for their wide
diversity, as a common concern of deep learning techniques is their
potential for overfitting. The dataset consists of 17 distinct floors
from 6 different multistorey buildings. The smallest floor has a size
of ∼ 205m2 while the largest one has a size of more than 1500m2.
These buildings have different internal designs and constructions
3https://no-name-for-blind-review./
and thus provide different challenges for odometry estimation,
ranging from material to scale. The surveyed sites also encompass
different configurations e.g. narrow corridors, open spaces like atri-
ums, clutterd spaces like lecture rooms and offices. Notably, all the
experiment buildings are installed with energy-saving lights trig-
gered by motion, which causes nontrivial illumination challenges
for RGB cameras. Meanwhile, glass balustrades can be found in al-
most all of the buildings, which is a known issue for depth cameras
[6]. We made such a testbed choice with the goal of investigating
robust odometry and exploring if mmWave radar can be a cheap
alternative for scenarios which are challenging for optical sensors.
Data Collection Procedure. We ensure that we capture a wide
diversity of trajectories, ranging from simple straight-line routes
to multiple traverses of complex routes. The sampling rate of our
mmWave radar is set to 20Hz based on our empirically optimal
SNR configuration on the TI AWR1843 TI board. Our final dataset
contains data from the mmWave radar, IMU, RGB cameras, depth
cameras and lidar. Sec. 7.1 introduces how collected data are split
for training and testing.
Network Training Details. For model training, we use RMSProp
optimizer with a 1e −05 initial learning rate, dropping by 25% every
25 epochs for a total of 200 epochs. We normalize the input data by
subtracting the mean over the dataset. The training sequence is ran-
domly cut into small batches of consecutive pairs (n = 16) to obtain
better generalization. We also sub-sample the input frames to pro-
vide sufficient parallax between consecutive frames. We discuss the
importance of this sampling strategy in §7.3.2. The regularization
hyper-parameter γ in Eq. (3) is set to 0.001.
7 EVALUATION
7.1 Experimental Setting
Metrics and Ground Truth. To evaluate the proposed model, we
adopt the mean square of Relative Pose Error (RPE) and Absolute
Trajectory Error (ATE), as they are widely used for measuring the
accuracy of odometry trajectories [10, 57, 60]. RPE captures both
r and t as discussed in §3. While RPE is an important metric to
measure short-term pose (egomotion) accuracy, ATE is considered
a more holistic and important metric than RPE as it measures the
composed long-term odometry performance. To obtain the ground
truth, we use a co-located lidar on the mobile platform and run
laser-based SLAM (i.e., gmapping [49] in our case) to get its 6-DoF
pose as our ground truth, following the practice of [50].
CompetingApproaches. The baselines include both conventional
and deep learning based methods. For the baseline combination
of mmWave+IMU, we compare with the IMU-ICP [3], which is
a fusion method that uses inertial sensors to bootstrap the ICP
registration of the mmWave point clouds. We also compare with
other state-of-the-art multi-modal deep odometry with different
sensors, including VINET for RGB camera plus IMU and its variant
DINET for depth camera plus IMU. On top of these multi-modal
baselines, we also compare with RANSAC-IMU [12] and TEASER
[70] in §7.2.3 for examining standalone mmWave radar odometry
i.e. without inertial aiding.
Evaluation Protocol. Both datasets of mobile robot and handheld
device are divided into training and test sets. A key principle we
follow in dividing them is to ensure that there is sufficient diversity
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Figure 7: Prediction comparison on four exemplar testing trajectories with the robot platforms. Top row: method-level comparison; Middle
row: sensor-level comparison; Bottom row: cumulative distribution function (CDF) plots.
Table 1:Overall results on the mobile robot. t and r are RPEmetrics,
namely translation and rotation.
Sensors IMUOnly mmWave + IMU
RGB
+ IMU
Depth
+ IMU
Method IONET IMU-ICP milliEgo VINET DINET
3D
t (m) 0.027 0.259 0.022 0.025 0.024
r (◦) 3.707 8.586 2.278 2.372 2.555
ATE (m) 2.644 5.054 0.814 1.955 2.255
2D
t (m) 0.027 0.259 0.022 0.024 0.024
r (◦) 0.020 8.586 0.049 0.020 0.011
ATE (m) 2.450 5.008 0.764 1.936 2.239
Params (M) 1.5 - 33.9 190.9 190.9
between test and training sets to demonstrate generalization i.e.
with distinct motion traces or tests on unseen environments. In this
way, the model generalization ability can be fairly examined. Con-
cretely, for the robot-platform evaluation, we train the model with
49 training sequences and test the results on 6 held-out sequences.
We train another model with 27 sequences for the handheld-device
evaluation and test it on 3 held-out sequences. The dataset is sub-
stantial in size: for the robot, the training set is 2878 m and the test
set is 438 m. For the handheld case, the training set is 4380 m and
the test set is 315 m.
7.2 Mobile Robot Performance
We start by evaluating the odometry performance on mobile robot
as our primary platform.
7.2.1 Overall Performance. Tab. 1 summarizes the overall perfor-
mance in 2D and 3D space with fusion of two sensor modalities. One
of the sensors is fixed as an IMU due its pervasiveness on modern
mobile platforms. We compare against RGB+IMU and Depth+IMU,
using benchmark deep learning approaches. For comparison, the
odometry performance using only an IMU alone is also shown.
As can be seen, milliEgo achieves the lowest error amongst all
methods, yielding a 3D ATE of 0.814m, approximately a 1.3% error
in drift when taking the trajectory distances into account. This
substantially outperforms the IMU-ICP methods by almost an order
of magnitude, which shows the worst performance, even worse
than IMU alone. This is due to its inability to deal with the low-
quality mmWave point clouds. milliEgo also largely outperforms
the other dual-sensor systems like RGB+IMU and depth+IMU. As
discussed in the §6, our datatset contains challenging illumination
conditions that occur in the real world (e.g., glare, dimness, darkness
and glass windows) that impede their performance. Conversely, as
mmWave is insensitive to ambient illumination, it is able to provide
more accurate odometry estimation. milliEgo’s ATE is further
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Table 2: Extending milliEgo to three sensors. Key:M - mmWave, I -
inertial, V - RGB, D - Depth.
Method 3D 2Dt (m) r (◦) ATE (m) t (m) r (◦) ATE (m)
M + I + V
(w.o. Att.) 0.026 2.316 0.862 0.025 0.041 0.838
M + I + D
(w.o. Att.) 0.025 2.307 1.194 0.025 0.072 1.078
M + I + V 0.023 2.281 0.702 0.023 0.033 0.673
M + I + D 0.022 2.313 0.769 0.022 0.010 0.761
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Figure 8: CDF of two test sequences with mmWave Subnet.
reduced to 0.764m in the 2D plane, which allows for sub-metre
indoor tracking.
7.2.2 Extending to Triple Sensor Egomotion. milliEgo can also be
extended to triple-sensor egomotion systems. On the basis of §7.2.1,
we use mmWave and IMU as the two baseline sensors and choose ei-
ther the RGB camera or depth camera as the third, as shown in Tab. 2.
When comparing to Tab. 1, an interesting tradeoff between system
complexity and performance can be noticed. Although extending
milliEgo to triple-sensor egomotion improves the accuracy, the
delta is not substantial. Compared to the two-sensor version, only
∼ 13% and ∼ 6% ATE reduction are observed after incorporating an
extra RGB and depth camera respectively. This, however, is at the
cost of hardware/sensor overhead and computational latency. We
thus suggest that end users carefully consider this tradeoff before
extending to three sensors.
7.2.3 Effectiveness of mmWave Subnet. We next examine the ef-
fectiveness of the mmWave subnet alone, i.e. without the use of
the IMU or attention, as discussed in Sec. 4.2. We compare the
performance of standalone subnet with two conventional point
registration methods: (1) ICP and (2) TEASER. ICP [12] is the widely
adopted point registration method to estimate egomotion. We fol-
low the conventional practice that uses RANSAC algorithm [30] for
outlier rejection. TEASER [70] is the latest state-of-the-art method
using a sophisticated optimization to achieve robust point regis-
tration against strong outliers. Due to the very sparse and noisy
mmWave point clouds, these two baselines unfortunately cannot
succeed for most testing sequences (refer to §4.1). We therefore
consider only 3 out of our 7 testing sequences on which the base-
lines can give reasonable odometry estimation. As reference, we
also consider inertial only odometry (IONET).
Results. As can be seen in Fig. 8, the mmWave subnet surpasses
both baselines by at least 3-fold on all testing sequences. In particu-
lar, we found that the average 2D and 3D ATE are only 2.47m and
2.50m. In contrast, ICP and TEASER struggle in providing reliable
egomotion estimation due to the sparse and noisy point clouds.
Table 3: Investigation into different attention strategies
Method NoAtt.
Single-
Stage Att.
w.o.
Cross Att.
w.o.
Self Att. milliEgo
3
D
t (m) 0.021 0.021 0.023 0.023 0.022
r (◦) 2.255 2.265 2.286 2.258 2.278
ATE (m) 1.373 1.494 0.923 0.949 0.814
2
D
t (m) 0.021 0.021 0.023 0.023 0.022
r (◦) 0.012 0.042 0.035 0.021 0.049
ATE (m) 1.369 1.441 0.910 0.935 0.764
Params (M) 31.6 42.7 32.3 33.3 33.9
Table 4: Overall results with a handheld device. t and r are RPEmet-
rics, namely translation and rotation error.
Sensors IMU mmWave + IMU RGB+IMU
Method IONET milliEgow.o. Att. milliEgo VINET
3D
t (m) 0.074 0.051 0.049 0.051
r (◦) 3.734 2.470 3.098 2.199
ATE (m) 3.452 2.216 1.895 2.917
2D
t (m) 0.076 0.042 0.040 0.046
r (◦) 1.265 0.916 1.104 1.259
ATE (m) 3.277 1.816 1.252 2.655
7.2.4 Impact of Attention Strategies. Lastly we quantitatively val-
idate our mixed attention introduced in §5.2. Specifically, we in-
vestigate different fusion strategies in milliEgo, including (1) No
attention, (2) single-stage attention (see §5.5), (3) milliEgowithout
self-attention (4) milliEgowithout cross-attention. Tab. 3 suggests
that our mixed attention strategy brings ∼ 40% performance gain
compared to milliEgo without attention. Moreover, it consistently
outperforms other attention strategies in both 2D and 3D planes,
providing more than a 50% accuracy increase over single-stage at-
tention. This is consistent with the analysis in §5.5. Moreover, the
single-stage attention model has more parameters than milliEgo
due to its ‘fat’ mask generation on the concatenated vector. On
the other hand, it can be noticed from Tab. 3 that every stage of
attention contributes; removing either one causes sub-optimal per-
formance. Interestingly, the ATE performances of self-attention
only and cross-attention only are very close, suggesting their equal
importance.
7.3 Handheld Device Performance
Ground robots move in a horizontal plane and therefore are rela-
tively constrained for egomotion estimation. We therefore inves-
tigate the performance of milliEgo in a less constrained case i.e.
carried in the hand.
7.3.1 Overall Performance. Tab. 4 summarizes overall performance.
As can be seen, milliEgo clearly surpasses the other methods in
both 3D and 2D planes. It yields an average 3D ATE of 1.895m,
equivalent to an 1.8% trajectory drift. In the 2D space, its error is
further reduced to 1.252m. Even without using the mixed attention
strategy, the combination of mmWave+IMU is still superior.
As shown in Fig. 9, our method copes well with different levels of
trajectory complexity and constantly provides accurate odometry
estimation. This confirms the versatility of our proposed framework
to different mobility patterns and constraints.
7.3.2 Impact of mmWave Sampling Rate. The key to accurate ego-
motion estimation lies in the extent of parallax/baselinewhich is the
distance between successive frames when moving [51]. Intuitively,
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Figure 9: Two example testing sequences with handheld data. For
clarity, we only show the trajectory for VINET in the top-row as the
most competitive alternative.
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Figure 10: Impact of sampling rate with handheld data.
when a fast-moving platform is equipped with a low frame-per-
second (FPS) sensor, the parallax is large, resulting in less infor-
mation correspondence, and ultimately a large error. Due to the
low-quality mmWave point cloud, an adequate sampling rate is
vital. Fig. 10 illustrates the ATE of milliEgo trained with different
mmWave sampling rates. As can be seen, our model gives the best
performance with a 20 FPS rate, with consistent performance de-
cline with lower rates, indicating the importance of an adequate
sampling rate. Notably, the 20 FPS adopted here is 5-fold as large
as the robot’s 4 FPS, which is reasonable due to difference in speed
between the robot and a human walking. In practice, we suggest
that end users set the the best FPS based on the expected platform
dynamics.
7.4 System Efficiency
In the last experiment, we investigate the execution latency of
milliEgo on two platforms: NVIDIA Jetson TX2 (TX2) and a mini
netbook. For the implementation, we use TensorFlow Lite [5] to
compress our models as per the convention of efficient on-device
Table 5: Runtime Analysis (Unit: Second).
milliEgo Single-Stage Att. VINET
TX2 0.0588 ± 0.0028 0.0595 ± 0.0027 0.2392 ± 0.0027
Notebook 0.484 ± 0.009 0.688 ± 0.017 10.398 ± 0.035
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Figure 11: Runtime Analysis.
inference of DNNs. We focus on the comparison with VINET, which
is a pervasive DNN solution for estimating egomotion on resource-
constrained platforms. Tab. 5 suggests that our proposed milliEgo
is significantly faster (17 FPS on TX2) than VINET (3 FPS on TX2)
and marginally faster than the single-stage attention method. With
respect to the former, this is because the transformed mmWave
panoramic images are smaller and more data-efficient than RGB
images. As shown in Fig. 11, compared with the single-stage at-
tention strategy, milliEgo is slightly faster as it divides the single,
large mask generation process into several lightweight branches
(see §5.5). Concerning the model size (in .tflite format), milliEgo is
only 107MB as opposed to the 171MB for the single-stage attention
and 764MB of VINET. This further validates milliEgo’s efficiency.
8 RELATEDWORK
RF-based Motion Tracking and Sensing. One of the most vi-
brant research directions in mobile sensing is leveraging the RF
waves for motion tracking and indoor localization. In the WiFi
bands, prior art have used commodity WiFi chips [15, 26–28, 33,
42, 67, 68] to localize robots/humans, track their poses, or recog-
nize hand gestures. By using a carefully customized FMCW radar
[1, 2, 74, 75], it is proved that RF signals in the WiFi band can be
also used to accurately track/imagine human body dynamics, as
well as recover pose estimation under NLOS scenarios. With re-
gards to mmWave itself, Babak et al. [38] uses FMCW hardware
and applies SAR with sparse measurements in absence of device
movement while Wei et al. [64] uses three separate, static 60GHz
radios to track pen movement in the near field. In related areas,
mmWave signals [11, 65, 77–80] are also found effective for other
location-based services such as mapping and imaging objects. Com-
pared with the above works, our work is the first framework that
can estimate the 6-DoF odometry by leveraging one commodity
single-chip mmWave radar and demonstrates even more robustness
when combined with other sensors.
Multi-modal Sensor Fusion. Our work also broadly falls within
the scope of multi-modal sensor fusion. For multi-modal localiza-
tion systems, prior art made efforts in using RF technologies such
as WiFi, Bluetooth or even powerline electromagnetic signals to
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augment inertial, visual and other sensors to improve the overall
performance [21, 34, 45, 46]. However, multi-modal fusion with the
emerging low-cost mmWave radar is still left unexplored. In the
vein of deep sensor fusion, early works [13, 19, 71] treat various
sensor modalities equally in deep neural networks yet ignore their
heterogeneous sensing qualities. By using self-attention or simi-
lar concepts, recent efforts [10, 72] made progress in dealing with
heterogeneous sensing qualities. Our proposed milliEgo distin-
guishes with the prior arts in our mixed attention fusion, especially
the cross-attention layer. Not only can our method allow the model
to prioritize intra-sensor features, it also enforces complementary
inter-sensor behaviors towards achieving greater robustness.
9 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
This work focuses on a proof-of-principle egomotion estimation as-
sisted by single-chip mmWave radar, towards our vision of enabling
a high degree of spatial awareness with low-cost mobile sensing
systems. There are limitations and a number of avenues for future
exploration. Firstly, as our design and experiments have mainly
focused on indoor use cases, it remains unknown how milliEgo
will generalize to outdoor operation. This will likely require differ-
ent models for different environments, e.g. an urban environment
with cars and buildings as strong reflectors is likely to be very dif-
ferent to a rural environment with trees and vegetation as diffuse
scatterers. The optimal range settings will also need to be investi-
gated as objects are likely to be more distant. Secondly, trials on
UAVs or drone platforms are needed to investigate if their high
flying speed, long parallax and less constrained motion will cause
new estimation challenges. Thirdly, as with any kind of odometry,
milliEgo still drifts. Therefore an obvious next step is to detect
and use mmWave loop closures to refine milliEgo, so that a robust
system for simultaneous localization and mapping can be achieved.
Lastly, although we have investigated an end-to-end system e.g. us-
ing a Jetson TX2 embedded platform for real-time odometry, there
is significant room for further optimization and miniaturization.
10 CONCLUSION
This paper presents milliEgo, a novel low-cost mmWave radar
assisted odometry system that can robustly estimate egomotion
together with an IMU. To address the limitation brought by the
low-cost radar, milliEgo proposed to use a mmWave odometry
subnet to directly learn the motion transformation from noisy data.
milliEgo also features a cross-attention based multi-modal fusion
that effectively combines mmWave radar with inertial and other po-
tentially available sensors. Extensive experiments were conducted
with real-time prototype implementation on both robots and hand-
held devices. milliEgo opens up mmWave-assisted sensing to new
applications where egomotion is crucial, such as robot tracking,
VR/AR/MR gaming and smartphone indoor navigation.
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